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Dear Parents,

1 set of index cards
1 deck of cards (or make 4 sets of index cards with numbers 1-10 written on them)
1 notebook to use as a journal (Use a paperclip to divide it in ½ - one for literacy, the other for math)
Pencils, crayons, and markers
Access to the internet (a public library computer is fine)
1 willing adult helper 

Have your child complete as many of the activities as possible and record them in their journal. It is OK for you to
help your child with activities they are struggling with by picking books that are below the 3rd grade level, letting
them listen to you read, and/or helping them write for activities that require them to write in their journal (just try
not to write everything for them ). If an activity is too easy for your child, feel free to modify it to make it
more challenging. Note: there is a week-long research project on animals in July. Feel free to pick another topic that
your child would find more interesting. Best wishes for a wonderful summer,

3rd Grade Teacher

Heather Ayers, Fun for Learning © 2018
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This school year has come to an end, and summer has arrived! I don’t want my students to forget all the wonderful
things they’ve learned this year, so I’m sending home lots of goodies. Your child’s summer learning packet includes a
reading log, sight word lists, comprehension questions to ask when reading with your child, and a set of summer
calendars with weekday suggestions for reading, writing, and math activities. All your child needs to complete these
activities is the following:

Book Title

http://http://funlearning.link/TpTstore

Read By Listened
Myself
to it

Parent
Initials

My Summer Reading Log
Date
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Suggestions for Learning Websites:
www.padlet.com - this website allows your child to create a digital “wall” or bulletin board. Your child is welcome to use this website as an alternative to
writing their math and literacy journal entries in an actual notebook. Be sure your child prints off all the entries on their wall at the end of the summer!
www.mightybook.com/story_books.html - has several animated story books, many of which are set to music, all of which read the words aloud to your
child. Great for children who have difficulty reading independently.
http://storybird.com/ - parents and kids can write stories and add high-quality pics, then store them on the website. Story ideas: all about me/family, all
about my favorite TV star/character
www.ixl.com – this website has lots of great math games for 3rd grade children.
www.slimekids.com/reference - this website allows your child to access several kid-friendly reference resources: dictionaries, atlases, & encyclopedias.
Great for the research project your child will be doing in July.
Sample Literacy Journal Entry:

Sample Math Journal Entry:

http://http://funlearning.link/TpTstore

Date: July 5, 2018
Today’s Activity: I played Sling It and Fling It
Outcome: It took a while, but eventually all the cards were on the
floor!

Date: July 3, 2018
Today’s Activity: I wrote down what time I did things today.
Outcome: 20 minutes passed between the 4th thing I did and the 6th thing I did.

How to Make Paper Puzzles
Draw a large rectangle, then divide it with a line. Write something on
each side of the line, cut out the rectangle, then cut it again on the line.

Fraction Wall
One of the math activities will require your
child to make a fraction wall out of paper
strips. The wall should look like the example
to the right. Try to let your child assemble
their wall independently, but feel free to
refer to this example if they have trouble.



4x1

4

4x1

4

Using a Deck of Cards to Play Math Games
Unless otherwise specified, aces and face cards have the following
values: Aces = 1, Jacks = 10, Queens = 11, Kings = 12. For most games, the
winner of a round keeps the cards for that round. Play until the deck
runs out, then count up your cards. The player with the most cards
wins the game!

How to Make and Use a Spinner for Games:
Draw a circle and divide it into 4 parts (or however many parts the
activity requires). Put a large dot in the center of the circle
where all the parts come together. Get a paperclip and
unbend one end. Lay the paperclip in the middle of the
spinner, then put the tip of your pencil inside the paperclip.
Flick the paperclip with your finger so it spins around the tip of the pencil.
Heather Ayers, Fun for Learning © 2018
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Sight Word Phrases for Word Games
Below is a list of phrases that use the 1st 100 Fry Words. Write each phrase
on an index card and store the cards in a Ziploc bag. Keep the bags with your
summer calendar, because you’ll need them to play some of the games
suggested on the calendars. If your child already knows all these phrases, go
online to this website: http://www.mrsjudyaraujo.com/sight-wordsphrases/
Scroll to the bottom to find phrases for the rest of the Fry Sight Words, and
use one of those sets.
the people
write it down
by the water
who will make it?
you and I
what will they do?
he called me
we had their dog
what did they say?
when would you go?
no way
a number of people
one or two
how long are they?
more than the other
come and get it
how many words?
part of the time
this is a good day
can you see?
sit down
now and then
but not me
go find her
not now
at your house
from my room

look for some people
I like him
so there you are
out of the water
a long time
we were here
have you seen it?
could you go?
one more time
we like to write
all day long
into the water
it’s about time
the other people
up in the air
she said to go
which way?
each of us
he has it
what are these?
if we were older
there was an old man
it’s no use
it may fall down
with his mom
see the water
as big as the first

give them to me
then we will go
now is the time
an angry cat
may I go first?
write your name
this is my cat
that dog is big
get on the bus
two of us
did you see it?
the first word
how did they get it?
from here to there
number two
more people
look up
go down
all or some
did you like it?
a long way to go
when did they go?
for some of your people
it’s been a long time
will you be good?
but not for me
when will we go?

Comprehension Questions for
Fiction Books

Comprehension Questions for
Non-Fiction Books

~ Give me a brief summary of the
story.
~ Tell me the main idea or main
lesson from this story.
~ What was _______’s (character)
purpose when he/she ______
(action) in the story. Use details
from the story in your answer.
~ Name two reasons why (name 2-3
characters from the story) agree
or disagree about ______. What is
your opinion about this issue?
~ Using details from the story, name
two character traits that describe
_______ (name of character).
~ Use details from the story to
describe the relationship between
_____ and _____ (characters from
the story).
~ Describe ______’s actions in the
story. How does this person’s
actions affect how the story ends?
~ Come up with an other title for
this story, and explain why it is a
good title for the story.
~ What does ______ (sentence) mean
in this book? How do you know?

~ What is this book about? What do
you think the author wanted you to
learn from reading it?
~ What’s the main idea from this book?
Use details from the text to explain
why this is the main idea.
~ Explain how ______ works. How do you
know?
~ Name at least 2 characteristics of
_________. Use details from the book
in your answer.
~ Name at least 2 text features used in
this book. Explain how these text
features supported your
understanding of the text.
~ Name three ways the text says
_________ can happen.
~ Explain the process of _____. Use
details from the book to support
your answer.
~ What would happen if the steps in
______ (process) happened out of
order?
~ What does _____ (vocabulary word)
mean? How do you know?
~ What does ______ (phrase or
sentence from the text) mean? How
do you know?
~ What caused ___________ to happen?
~ What effect did _______ have on
________?
Heather Ayers, Fun for Learning © 2018
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JUNE 2018
M O N DAY

T U E S DAY

W E D N E S DAY

T H U R S DAY

F R I DAY

5

6

7

8

11 Play “Factor Split”: Figure out how to

12

In your opinion, what is the funniest show
on TV? Write a couple of paragraphs in your
literacy journal to support your opinion. Be
sure to include an introduction, details and
reasons to support your opinion, and a
conclusion statement. Now read it to an adult
– if you convince them to watch the show with
you, you’ll know you’ve done a good job!

13

14

Read a book (or a few more chapters in
the chapter book you’re working on), You can
either: 1) write a short summary in your
literacy journal, or 2) go to
www.makebeliefscomix.com/ and make up a
comic strip that summarizes what you read –
be sure to print it off & glue it in your journal!

15

18

19

20

21

22

27 Today you get to go to any educational 28

29

solve these equations (8 x = ?;7 x 4 = ?) by
splitting up one of the factors. Ex: for 5 x 3 =
?, you could split up the 3 like this: (5 x 2) +
(5 x 1) = 15 because (10) + (5) = 15. Each
person takes 1 equation & finds as many
ways to solve it as they can by splitting a
factor. The person that finds the most
solutions for their equation wins!
Go to this website:
www.pa.msu.edu/~sciencet/videos.html
Watch the video for Elephant Toothpaste,
then answer just one of these questions in
your literacy journal: 1) what is a catalyst and
how did it work in the video, or 2) Do you
think it would be a good idea to do this
experiment at your house? Why or why not?

Play “Heads Up!” Get a deck of cards
(no face cards). Player 1 says “Heads Up!”.
Player 2 picks up 2 cards (don’t look at them)
& holds them up to their forehead. Player 1
multiplies the numbers (silently) & says the
product out loud to Player 2. Player 2 guesses
which two numbers they are holding. If
correct, keep the cards & it’s Player 2’s turn.
Most cards = winner!
Play “Add the Difference” : get a deck
Get all your sight word phrase cards,
of cards (Aces=1, no face cards). Players
shuffle them, & put them in a pile. Have an
each draw 4 cards, use them to make two 2- adult time you as you read all the cards in the
digit numbers, & subtract the smaller number pile. Jot down the time in your literacy journal,
from the bigger one to get a score. (Ex: you then repeat one more time. Did you get
draw 3,5,2, 9, so you make 53 and 29. 53 - 29 faster? If so, then you won the “Word Race”!
= 24, so your score is 24). Repeat w/ 4 more
cards. Add the scores together: 1st person to
get 300 points wins!

25 Play “Nearest 10”! Get a deck of cards 26
(Aces = 1, no face cards) & an adult. Each
player draws 3 cards and lays them on the
table in the order the cards were drawn.
Players round their number to the nearest 10.
The person with the largest number (after
rounding) keeps all 6 cards from that round.
The person with the most cards when the
deck runs out wins!

Go to this website:
www.carnegielibrary.org/kids/storymaker/emb
ed.cfm. Pick an avatar, choose a theme, pick
supporting characters, & follow the prompts to
write a silly story! Answer this question in
your journal: What was the problem in your
story & how was it resolved?

website you’d like. After you’ve played a few
math games, pick the one you like best and
write an entry in your math journal explaining
how the game is played.

Draw a hundreds chart in your math
journal (10 x 10 grid, write in numbers 1100). Get crayons in 2 different colors & a
deck of cards (no face cards). Draw 2 cards
& multiply the numbers. If correct, color that
product on the hundreds board in your color
(i.e. 5 x 5 = 25, color the “25” red.). When the
deck runs out, the person who colored the
most numbers wins!
Get a friend & a deck of cards (Aces =
“W, I, or O?”: Draw a 3 part spinner in
1, Jack = 10, Queen = 11, King = 12) to play your journal & label the parts “W” “I” “O”. Sit
“Fraction War”: Players draw 2 cards each
down with an adult & read a book (or finish
and use the cards to make a fraction
your chapter book) When you’re finished,
(example: an ace & a 2 can be ½).The person spin the spinner each time the adult asks you
with the biggest fraction keeps the cards for a comprehension question. If you spin “W”,
that round. The winner is the person with the answer in a whisper; if you spin “I”, answer
most cards when the deck runs out 
the question in your indoor voice; if you spin
“O” use an outside voice!
Review the story you read (or chapter
book you finished) on June 27th. What are the
most important events in this story? Choose
an option: 1) draw a timeline of at least 4-5
events in your literacy journal, or 2) make a
digital timeline at this website:
www.timetotoast.com (you must create an
account); be sure to print it out and glue it in
your journal!

Word Problem of the Day

You and your famly are doing laps in the
pool. It takes you 102 seconds to swim 4
laps. It takes your sister 156 seconds to
swim the same number of laps. It takes
your brother 135 seconds. How much time
did it take your family altogether to swim?

Heather Ayers, Fun for Learning © 2018
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JULY 2018
W E D N E S DAY

T H U R S DAY

5 Play “Sting It and Fling It” with your sight 6 Get a deck of cards (no face cards) to

2 Grab an adult & a math journal to play 3 Each time you do something today, write 4

word phrase cards. Lay the cards face up on
the floor. An adult will read a phrase – if you
“sting” the correct phrase card with your
index finger, you get to fling it across the
room. If you “sting” the wrong card, it has to
stay on the floor. You win when you fling all
the cards!

play “1000 Pyramid”. Lay cards in a
pyramid– 1 card in top row, 2 cards in 2nd
row, etc. (6 rows in all). Pick any 2 cards,
then decide if you want to multiply, add, or
subtract them. Write down your answer,
replace the cards you took, and repeat.
Continue in this manner; try to reach 1000
exactly!

12

Research Project, Day 5: Make a
glossary of important terms for the end of
your book, and add pages numbers to the
table of contents. Assemble your book
(staple it at the corner, or hole punch & tie
with string). Show off the final product to
your family – explain to an adult how the text
features work, and answer any questions
they have as they are reading it!

“Number Detectives”. Write this blank
equation 10 times on the page:
___ x ___ = ___. Player 1 writes numbers
on any two lines of an equation; Player 2
must figure out the third number. Ex: if
Player 1 writes: 9 x __= 27, Player 2 writes
a 3 on the line. Take turns to complete all
10!

down exactly what time it was in your math
journal (ex: ate breakfast at 8:24). At the end
of the day, use your data to answer this
question: how much time passed between the
4th thing you did and the 6th thing you did?

9

Research Project, Day 2:
Get 2 index cards. On the first card, make
and illustrate a title page for your nonfiction
animal book. On the second card, make a
table of contents that lists the your book’s
“chapters” (use the list of information you had
to find yesterday; you’ll add the page
numbers later).

10

Research Project, Day 3: Use a third
index card to make a “chapter” or page about
your animal’s natural habitat. This page
needs to include a text box, a heading, and at
least two subheadings. Now use a 4th card to
make a chapter about your animal’s diet. For
that card, include at least 1 illustration or
diagram.

11

Research Project, Day 4: use more
index cards to make “chapters” on your
animal’s sleeping habits and endangered
status. You get to decide what text features
you will use to make these pages more userfriendly.

16

Fraction Strips! Get paper & a ruler. Use
the ruler to draw 11 strips that are 1 in. tall
(just draw them the entire width of the paper).
Cut out the strips. Divide a strip into 2 parts &
label each part “ ½ ”. Divide the next strip into
3 parts and label each part 1/3. Do the same
for 4ths thru 10ths. (label last strip “1 whole”).
Put the strips in a bag – you’ll need them later
this week!
Draw 4 squares in your math journal
that consist of 4 rows with 4 dots in each
row (like a geoboard). Make all the dots an
equal distance from each other. Draw a
quadrilateral on each geoboard square. Use
the dots to measure the area of each shape
(1 sq. unit = a 4 dot square). Show your
paper to an adult and explain how you
measured each shape’s area.

17 Go to www.starfall.com, click on “I’m

18

19 Play “Times 10”! Get a deck of cards

30

31 Grab a deck of cards (Aces = 1, no
face cards) to play “Nearest Hundred”.
Players each draw 3 cards & lay the down in
the order drawn. Round the number to the
nearest 100; the person w/ the highest
number (after rounding) keeps all the cards
for that round. The person with the most
cards at the end wins!

Research Project, Day 1: Over the
next 2 weeks, you are going to make a
nonfiction book about your favorite zoo
animal out of index cards. Do some research
(online or at the library). Jot notes about: 1)
your animal’s natural habitat, 2) diet/eating
habits, 3) sleeping habits, and 4) whether it is
endangered (and if so, why?) in your literacy
journal.

23

Go to http://tweentribune.com/junior .
Pick a category on the left, find a current
events article that sounds interesting, and
read it (it’s OK to get an adult’s help). Post a
comment on the website about what you
thought of the article. Print your comment or
re-write it in your literacy journal.

Reading”, then “Greek Myths”. Pick a myth
and read it independently (or with an adult).
What lesson or message does this myth
teach? Draw a picture of a scene from the
myth that shows this lesson or message,
then summarize the message in your own
words underneath your picture.

Today we take time off to
celebrate our country’s
Independence Day!

Get out the fraction strips you made the
other day. Arrange them into a fraction wall
in your math journal. The “1 whole” strip
goes at the top, the strip with halves goes
right under it, the strip with thirds goes under
that, etc. Once you have the wall arranged,
glue or tape it down into your journal.

(Aces = 1, no face cards). Players each
draw 2 cards, multiply the numbers. Add a
zero to the 2nd number to make a multiple
of 10, then multiply the numbers again. Ex:
you draw a 4 & a 2. Say: “If 4 x 2 = 8, then 4
x 20 = 80”. If your product is higher, you
keep the cards. Person w/ most cards when
the deck runs out wins!
Today you will make your own
Play “Sight Word Relay” with your sight
multiplication puzzles. Draw 10 large
word phrase cards. Put the cards at one
rectangles on 2 pieces of paper, & draw a
end of the room (or your yard). Stand at the
line down the middle of each one. Write a
other end with an adult. Run & get a card,
multiplication fact on one side of each line,
bring it back to the adult, & read it. If
and that fact’s product on the other side. Cut correct, it stays with the adult. If incorrect,
out your puzzles, shake them up in a bag,
you have to run it back to the pile & get
then dump the pieces on the floor. Now put another card. When the adult has all the
them back together!
cards, you win the relay!

24 Ask each member of your family to tell 25
you a joke. Write the best joke in your
literacy journal, and illustrate it if you can. Is
this joke an example of figurative language?
Write a few sentences stating your opinion
and some details to support that opinion.

F R I DAY

26

13

20

Make up a silly poem in your literacy
journal, or go to www.eduplace.com/tales/,
pick a Wacky Tale, and fill in the blanks to
make a silly story on that topic. (Print off your
Wacky Tale). Now, draw 3 boxes in your
literacy journal. Get an adult to time you
each time you read your poem or Wacky
Tale, & write the time in the 1st box. Repeat
2 more times – did you get faster?
Get a deck of cards to play “Adder
Ladders”. Players each draw a ladder on
their own paper. Pick 2 cards each & write
the 2-digit number on the top rung of your
ladder. Pick a 3rd card; that’s your rule. Add
the rule to the number on the top rung; find
the sum & add the rule to that number.
Finished ladder = winner!

27
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T U E S DAY
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M O N DAY

T U E S DAY

W E D N E S DAY

T H U R S DAY

F R I DAY

Gross Investigation Question: “What 2
Word Problem of the Day
is earwax and how does it form?” Do some
Look at this array:
quick research online or at the library. If
you can’t find the answer in a few minutes,
ask an adult to help you narrow your
search. Write the answer and the sources of
your information in your literacy journal.
Write a multiplication sentence and a
multiplication word problem to go with this
array in your math journal.
8 What’s your favorite math game from his 9 Flip through your literacy and math
summer? Play it again!
journals with an adult today. Talk about all
the things you’ve done this summer. Did
you learn anything new? Did the adult?
What was the easiest activity? What was
the hardest activity? Which activity was the
most fun? Which activity was the least fun?

3 Get some coins & your math journal.

1




Draw a picture graph that shows how many
of each coin you have, then answer these
questions: Which coin do you have the
most of? Which coin do you have the least
of? What’s the difference (in number of
coins) between the two?

6

7

13

14

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

24

27

28

29

30

31

Get your fraction strips and an adult.
What’s the best literacy game you’ve
Take turns finding sets of fraction strips that
played this summer? Play it again with an
are equivalent and writing equations in your
adult & have fun!
math journal. For example: ¼ + ¼ = ½. See
who can make the most sets of equivalent
fractions! (Hint: you’re welcome to consult the
fraction wall on the “Helpful Hints” page if you
need to).

10

Last Entry on the
Calendar……Just Relax
and Have Fun Before
School Starts!

http://funlearning.link/TpTstore
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The literacy suggestions are aligned to most or all of these 3rd grade CCS Standards (depending on the length of the calendar):
RF.3.3 Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
RF.3.4 Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
RI.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
RI.3.2 Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the main idea.
RI.3.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using
language that pertains to time, sequence, and cause/effect.
RI.3.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 3 topic.
RI.3.5 Use text features and search tools to locate information relevant to a given topic efficiently.
RI.3.7 Use information gained from illustrations the words in a text to demonstrate understanding of the text
RI.3.8 Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a
sequence).
RL.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
RL.3.2 Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it
is conveyed through key details in the text.
RL.3.3 Describe characters in a story (e.g., their traits, motivations, or feelings) and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence of events
RL.3.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, distinguishing literal from nonliteral language.
RL.3.5 Refer to parts of stories, dramas, and poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms such as chapter, scene, and stanza; describe
how each successive part builds on earlier sections.
W.3.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons.
W.3.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
W.3.6 With guidance and support from adults, use technology to produce and publish writing (using keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and
collaborate with others.
W.3.7 Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic.
W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or
two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
SL.3.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 3 topics and
texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
SL.3.1d Explain their own ideas and understanding in light of the discussion.
SL.3.2 Determine the main ideas and supporting details of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually,
quantitatively, and orally.
SL.3.5 Create engaging audio recordings of stories or poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an understandable pace; add visual displays when
appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain facts or details.
SL.3.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide requested detail or clarification. (See grade 3 Language
standards 1 and 3 here for specific expectations.)
Heather Ayers, Fun for Learning © 2018
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The math suggestions are aligned to most or all of these 3rd grade CCS Standards (depending on the length of the calendar):
3.OA.A.1 Interpret products of whole numbers
3.OA.A.2 Interpret whole-number quotients of whole numbers
3.OA.A.3 Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities, e.g.,
by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
3.OA.A.4 Determine the unknown whole number in a multiplication or division equation relating 3 whole numbers.
3.OA.B.5 Apply properties of operations as strategies to multiply and divide.
3.OA.B.6 Understand division as an unknown-factor problem.
3.OA.C.7 Fluently multiply and divide within 100, using strategies such as the relationship between multiplication and division or properties of
operations. By the end of Grade 3, know from memory all products of two one-digit numbers.
3.OA.D.8 Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown
quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies including rounding.
3.OA.D.9 Identify arithmetic patterns (including patterns in the addition table or multiplication table), and explain them using properties of
operations.
3.NBT.A.1 Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.
3.NBT.A.2 Fluently add and subtract within 1000 using strategies and algorithms based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the
relationship between addition and subtraction.
3.NBT.A.3 Multiply one-digit whole numbers by multiples of 10 in the range 10–90 using strategies based on place value and properties of operations.
3.NF.A.1 Understand a fraction 1/b as the quantity formed by 1 part when a whole is partitioned into b equal parts; understand a fraction a/b as the
quantity formed by a parts of size 1/b.
3.NF.A.2 Understand a fraction as a number on the number line; represent fractions on a number line diagram.
3.NF.A.3 Explain equivalence of fractions in special cases, and compare fractions by reasoning about their size.
3.MD.A.1 Tell and write time to the nearest minute and measure time intervals in minutes. Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of
time intervals in minutes, e.g., by representing the problem on a number line diagram.
3.MD.A.2 Measure and estimate liquid volumes and masses of objects using standard units of grams (g), kilograms (kg), and liters (l).1 Add, subtract,
multiply, or divide to solve one-step word problems involving masses or volumes that are given in the same units
3.MD.B.3 Draw a scaled picture graph and a scaled bar graph to represent a data set with several categories. Solve one- and two-step “how many
more” and “how many less” problems using information presented in scaled bar graphs.
3.MD.B.4 Generate measurement data by measuring lengths using rulers marked with halves and fourths of an inch. 3.MD.C.5 Recognize area as an
attribute of plane figures and understand concepts of area measurement.
3.MD.C.6 Measure areas by counting unit squares (square cm, square m, square in, square ft, and improvised units).
3.G.A.1 Understand that shapes in different categories (e.g., rhombuses, rectangles, and others) may share attributes (e.g., having four sides), and
that the shared attributes can define a larger category (e.g., quadrilaterals). Recognize rhombuses, rectangles, and squares as examples of
quadrilaterals, and draw examples of quadrilaterals that do not belong to any of these subcategories.
3.G.A.2 Partition shapes into parts with equal areas. Express the area of each part as a unit fraction of the whole.
Heather Ayers, Fun for Learning © 2018
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CREDITS:

Buttons are hyperlinked 
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